Trademark Use Rides Again
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Back in 2007, the Iowa Law Review published a dialogue between Graeme Dinwoodie and Mark Janis, on the one hand, and Stacey Dogan and Mark Lemley on the other. The topic was “trademark use,” and the question was whether such a doctrine really exists. Dinwoodie and Janis said no—that while only commercial use of a trademark can be considered infringing, there is no threshold requirement that the plaintiff prove that the defendant has used the mark in some particular “trademark” way. Dogan and Lemley said yes—that some “uses” of a mark simply don’t trigger liability, and a court needs to determine, as a threshold matter, whether the defendant has used the mark “as a brand.” I was not a disinterested bystander on this question. When I wrote, responding to both papers, I argued that trademark law does, and must, impose liability for only particular kinds of uses of a mark—uses “as a mark.” But because “trademark use” can only be determined from the perspective of consumers, I argued, the question of whether a particular use qualifies inevitably collapses into the likelihood of confusion analysis (and therefore isn’t a separate, threshold question.)

The impetus for this now well-cited exchange was a series of cases in which the issue was whether a party that delivers keyword advertisements infringes a mark owner’s rights by selling to competitors the right to have their ads triggered by keywords that correspond to the plaintiff’s trademark. In the
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years following the trademark use debate, courts largely sided with Dinwoodie and Janis (or, I think more accurately, with me)—rejecting the contention that trademark use is a separate, threshold requirement. That doesn’t mean that courts typically have found keyword advertising uses to be infringing. In the main, courts have held defendants’ sales of keywords for advertising non-infringing, though they usually have reached that result by finding that the defendants’ conduct was not likely to cause confusion.

Still, for most trademark lawyers, the idea that there’s no such thing as “trademark use” always seemed wrong. In fact, trademark use is everywhere in trademark law—in cases dealing with acquisition of common law rights, in priority disputes, in infringement cases, and in cases involving a variety of defensive doctrines. And, as Alex Roberts details in her excellent article Failure to Function, even more pervasively in the registration context.

The problem is that trademark use is only at issue when it’s lacking; when it’s present, it’s invisible. In this respect it should be no surprise that the Trademark Office has no real theory of trademark use, only a rule that prohibits registration when the claimed mark fails to function as a mark. Trademark use is also primarily a functional consideration; an indicator has been “used as a mark” when, by virtue of its use, consumers are likely to regard it as source-indicating. Because that is an empirical question for which the Trademark Office typically has no empirical evidence, failure to function has a sort of “know it when you see it” quality. Indeed, the Trademark Manual of Examining Procedure describes a purported mark’s failure to function primarily by reference to other functions performed the claimed matter—the theory being that we can identify when matter fails to function as a mark by determining whether the matter has some other function in relation to the goods or services. So, for example, a claimed mark might fail to function as a
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mark “because it is merely ornamentation,”10 or “informational matter,”11 or a “model or grade designation.”12

Against this background, Roberts advances three arguments: (1) use as a mark is undervalued as a theoretical and practical matter;13 (2) that is at least in part because we lack sufficiently clear rules for determining use as a mark;14 and (3) courts and the Trademark Office should merge considerations of distinctiveness and use as a mark such that the two are considered to be interdependent and inversely related (the less distinctive a term, the more evidence of use as a mark are needed, and vice versa).15

On the first point, Roberts notes that eligibility for registration depends not only on distinctiveness (whether the purported mark is the sort of thing that is capable of designating source), but on the applicant’s use of that mark in a source-designating way.16 That is to say that registrability is not only about whether the mark is ownable, but whether it is in fact owned by the party who claims it. The question here is about the qualitative characteristics of the use, not merely whether the claimant has made enough of it. No amount of use will suffice if it is not the right kind.

The difficulty is, of course, in determining what counts as the “right kind” of use. Here Roberts criticizes the Trademark Office and T.T.A.B. for failing to develop clear guidance, which she attributes to their overemphasis on distinctiveness.17

Without use as a mark, there can be no trademark, and consequently no trademark rights. Yet distinctiveness has received the lion’s share of attention, generating rules and tests applied in thousands of cases and USPTO decisions and discussed in hundreds of articles, books, and practice guides. A term’s inherent qualities are often treated as the sole predictor of whether consumers will understand it as a mark. At the same time, the USPTO and federal courts have struggled to articulate and apply a clear standard for use as a mark and endeavored to separate it from distinctiveness.18

I agree with Roberts that use as a mark is underplayed in many discussions of trademark registration. But it is hard to know whether it is underappreciated by the Trademark Office. According to Roberts, the Office
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issued 26,450 failure to function refusals between 2003 and 2016. Since it
is impossible to know how many refusals it should have issued, it is difficult to
put that number in perspective. To be sure, Roberts discusses several instances
in which the Trademark Office (perhaps erroneously) missed the opportunity
to reject an application on failure to function grounds. Meanwhile, she notes,
distinctiveness is evaluated in “thousands of cases and USPTO decisions.”
But some errors are inevitable in a system that processes so many applications,
and we have neither a sense of how frequently failure to function rejections
were missed nor a baseline against which to evaluate that error rate.

Perhaps more fundamentally, there may be good reasons for the
Trademark Office to focus primarily on distinctiveness. Examining attorneys
base their judgments regarding use as a mark on a single specimen of use
—they can’t, and don’t even attempt to, determine how the applicant
generally uses the claimed mark. As a result, accepting that the claimed mark
functions as a mark really just means accepting that the claimant used it as a
mark in that one instance. Distinctiveness is in this way much more suited to
the registration context, because distinctiveness deals with characteristics that
depend less on the specific details of the claimant’s use. In that respect, use
in the registration context isn’t really a proxy for how consumers will see uses
of the mark in general; it’s just a way of making sure the mark can be and has
been used in a way that would lead consumers to draw a source conclusion.

Roberts is certainly right that there are no clear rules for determining use
as a mark. It seems unlikely, however, that the Trademark Office could do
much better given modern law’s functional understanding of the concept. As
Roberts acknowledges, use as a mark is ultimately determined from the
perspective of consumers. Since it is not feasible in the registration context
to test that understanding with survey evidence, the best examining attorneys
can do is rely on rules of thumb. Roberts suggests that Office could look to
empirical studies to learn at the wholesale level what sorts of clues consumers
rely on to draw source conclusions. But as it turns out, the features that
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literature emphasizes correspond reasonably well to those the T.T.A.B. has highlighted. Specifically, the empirical research suggests that consumers focus on features like shape, color, prominence, font, and marketing context in drawing conclusions about whether particular words or other indicators serve as branding elements.\(^{24}\) Those are the same sorts of contextual clues on which the PTO focuses, as Roberts notes.\(^{25}\)

The problem, then, doesn’t seem to be that the law hasn’t identified the right proxies. It’s more that proxies are only proxies, and functional evaluation resists predictable application. So it is with much of modern trademark law. The more holistic and robust use as a mark doctrine that trademark law once employed was tractable precisely because the law used to have a much stronger formalist dimension.\(^{26}\)

Roberts’s argument for combining use as a mark and distinctiveness is an intriguing one. Given the empirical evidence demonstrating that contextual clues have a strong effect on consumer perception of source indication, there’s an obvious logic to making the Abercrombie categories (which are based on assumptions about consumer reaction that aren’t empirically supported) less determinative.\(^{27}\)

There are a couple of reasons to be concerned, however. First is that, to the extent use as a mark is unclear, combining it with distinctiveness will only embed the lack of clarity in a more complicated analysis. Absent better tools for identifying use as a mark (formal tools that Roberts may resist), it seems unlikely that combining that concept with distinctiveness will lead to clearer or better results.

Second, neither the concept of distinctiveness nor the Abercrombie methodology are motivated solely by assumptions about consumer understanding of particular types of terms. Descriptive terms (and other terms assimilated to that category) were once not considered trademark subject matter (categorically), and that wasn’t because courts assumed those terms could never indicate source. Indeed, unfair competition actions were available to parties using descriptive terms when they could prove the terms did, in fact, indicate source, and that others were using the terms to divert
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customers. Descriptive terms were excluded from trademark proper because they didn’t automatically indicate source, and because others had potentially legitimate reasons to use those terms. The prospect of legitimate use by competitors remains a concern with respect to these terms, and as a result, there remain good reasons to discourage claiming of descriptive terms even if they could be used in a way that indicates source.

A related concern has to do with the reason distinctiveness tends to dominate in the registration process in the first place—namely the fact that use as a mark is determined only by what is shown in the specimen, while that use can support registration of the mark in much broader form. Take, for example, an application to register “wonderful” in block letters for cookies. Imagine that application is supported by a specimen showing prominent use of that highly descriptive term in a stylized format with notable colors. When the Trademark Office emphasizes distinctiveness, it can easily reject the application on descriptiveness grounds. But if it were to combine use as a mark and distinctiveness, the Office might acknowledge the possibility that the context of the applicant’s use would lead consumers to treat the otherwise descriptive term as a trademark and therefore register the mark. Note, however, that the registration would issue for the mark in block letters—a format lacking all of the context that might make consumers regard it as a source in the context of the specimen. The benefits of registration then would accrue to the mark as registered, and it could be enforced against even very different uses.

For that reason, the attractiveness of combining use as a mark and distinctiveness is largely a function of the feasibility of Roberts’s “radical” proposal that courts limit the scope of protection (or at least limit the import of the registration) to the uses identified in the specimens. Put differently, if we are to determine registrability primarily on the basis of the use shown in the specimen, then perhaps we ought to treat the specimen as the claim. Doing so would introduce greater coherence to the system as a whole—which currently is of two minds about the significance of registration.

One recent case provides some hope in this respect, and some reason to think Roberts’s proposal might not be all that radical after all. In LTTB, LLC v. Redbubble, Inc., the plaintiff owned incontestable trademark registrations for LETTUCE TURNIP THE BEET for, among other things, various clothing items. When LTTB initially applied to register that phrase, it submitted specimens showing use “in a large font across the center of the packing box,
tote bag, and shirts.  

The Trademark Office rejected the application on the ground the claimed mark failed to function since it was merely ornamental, a rejection LTTB overcame only when it submitted different specimens showing use of the mark on product labels or “hang tags.” But then LTTB sought to enforce its mark against a company that operated a marketplace on which third parties sold products (including t-shirts) bearing the phrase “Lettuce Turnip the Beet.” The court rejected LTTB’s claim, emphasizing that the Trademark Office only allowed registration of LTTB’s mark when it could show a different kind of use than the one to which it was objecting.

According to the court, Redbubble’s defense “either implicat[ed] the rule that ‘decorative or ornamental’ features are not subject to trademark protection or the exclusion for ‘aesthetic functionality.’” The rule about decorative or ornamental features is, of course, only a rule of registration. Aesthetic functionality is the analogous validity concept in infringement actions, and the court’s uncertainty about the relationship between those two concepts reflects a broader uncertainty about the relationship between registration and infringement. What’s unusual about the court’s approach is that courts, including the Ninth Circuit, have been reluctant to invoke aesthetic functionality in cases in which the defendant claims, not that the mark is invalid, but that it simply can’t be enforced against the defendant’s use. But that reluctance was not in evidence here. The Trademark Office denied LTTB registration when LTTB could only show use of the phrase on the front of its products, concluding that sort of use is not “use as a mark.” LTTB could not overcome that refusal by showing a different type of use but then turn around and enforce its rights against a defendant making the very same kind of non-trademark use for which it was denied registration.

LTTB obtained its registration by submitting samples showing the claimed brand name being used on labels and hangtags. Were some competitor to use a brand name in similar fashion that created a likelihood of confusion, liability might follow. LTTB may not, however, recover for alleged trademark infringement based on any
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competitors’ use of the very kind of designs that the PTO found not to be eligible for trademark protection.40

The *LTTB* court framed its decision in aesthetic functionality terms, but this is trademark use by another name. And even if the court’s specific approach does not stand, its instinct to rely on the specimen to limit the scope of registered trademark rights is an important one. If Roberts’s focus on use as a mark can help push a broader rethinking of the relationship between registration and infringement, that will be a significant accomplishment.
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